NWS-PA02C PERSONAL ALARM
Congratulations on your decision to purchase this very cost-effective Personal Alarm. This Alarm
is an additional choice for people who can't fight back or can't scream loud enough to scare off
attackers. It is well known that very loud noises can startle would be attackers and turn
bystanders into witnesses. Be sure to follow the instructions for maximum protection and
remember that this alarm is only a deterrent and you are encouraged to have alternative plans in
place to protect yourself and or your belongings.
Personal Alarm Introduction:
This Personal Alarm is fitted with a high intensity LED strobe that produces a flashing light when. the
120dB alarm is activated. Additionally, the personal Alarm can be used as an independent torch when
the side button is pressed.
Operation:
To operate the alarm in a panic situation, simply pull the ripcord
pin out of the socket. To stop the flashing light and alarm sounding replace the pin into the
socket on top of the unit. To use the alarm as a torch, simply push the button located on the
side of the unit.
Battery Replacement:
Loosen the two screws on the back cover of the alarm with a
small Phillips head screwdriver. Gently part the back from the
front of the alarm to access the battery compartment. Attach a 9volt battery to the connector and place it into the compartment
provided. Refit the back cover and tighten screws.
Warning:
The high output siren fitted to this quality personal alarm may cause ear damage if used at close range
for a prolonged period. Keep away from children and pets! This product is designed to be used as a deterrent and does not
guarantee protection, or your personal safety.
Warranty:
Batteries are not covered by any warranty. Disconnect the battery if the alarm will not be in use for long periods of time. Whilst the
product is made from tough ABS plastic, the manufacturer does not warrant the product against damage from being dropped or
exposed to water (fluids). Retain your purchase receipt for any warranty claims. The warranty period is 90 days from the date of
purchase. Return all claims, postage paid to your point of purchase.
Accessories:
We have two accessories available for the Personal Alarm. One is a replacement plastic clip which is attached to the strap and the
other is to turn the Personal Alarm into a security alarm by utilising a special spring metal sensor which sounds the alarm if the two
prongs become separated. This accessory can be used in doors and windows, placed under expensive items like laptops and much
more. The model is NWS-PAA2 and the price is $5.95

Warranty:
Batteries are not covered by any warranty. Disconnect the battery if the alarm will not be in use for long periods of time. Whilst
the product is made from tough ABS plastic, the manufacturer does not warrant the product against damage from being
dropped or exposed to water (fluids). Like most things, occasionally there can be a failure which may have originated in the
factory and we call this sort of failure as a Factory Defect. Generally, the defect presents right away or as soon as you test
the unit. If for any reason you test your new Door Stop Alarm and find it does not work, pack it up and post it back to our
offices with a note on the issue along with a copy of your Invoice (purchase receipt) and we will replace it promptly,
postage paid back to you. Retain your purchase receipt for any warranty claims.
The warranty period is 90 days from the date of purchase. Return all claims, postage paid to your point of purchase.
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